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Abstract: The early to middle Mesozoic sedimentary and magmatic history of the northern and 
central Andes (i.e. the "E-trending Colombian-Ecuadorian segment, and the NW-trending Peru- 
vian segment) exhibits a spatially contrasted evolution involving several successive tectonic and 
geodynamic settings. 
The late Triassic to late Liassic period began with a widespread marine transgression. From the 
latest Triassic, the Colombian marine shelf was progressively destroyed by southward propagating 
extensional tectonic activity but marine sedimentation continued in Peru. During this time, no 
significant magmatic activity is recorded except in the emerging Colombian area. This period is 
interpreted as the result of rifting of a Tethyan oceanic arm which separated the Colombian and 
palaeo-Mexican margins. 
From latest Liassic, an important calc-alkaline magmatic arc developed along the emergent 
Colombian segment. Further south, the north-Peruvian shelf probably emerged, but marine sedimen- 
tation continued in southern Peru. During middle and early Late Jurassic times, the Colombian 
segment was characterized by important magmatic activity and by coarse clastic continental sedimen- 
tation. Along the Peruvian segment, a turbiditic trough, emergent areas, and continental basins were 
created, and the scarcity of calc-alkaline magmatism suggests that only very local subduction took 
place. This period is regarded as one of the southeastward subduction beneath the Colombian 
segment, and of Tethyan oceanic crust originating in the newly formed 'Colombian' oceanic arm. This 
pattern would have induced a chiefly left-lateral transform motion along the Peruvian segment. 
By Kimmeridgian-Tithonian times, the palaeogeographic framework had drastically changed. 
Along the Colombian segment, magmatic activity ceased, and continental accretions occurred along 
dextral strike-slip sutures. In Peru, tectonic activity was recorded by the creation of a new turbiditic 
trough and by the resumption of detrital sedimentation. In the coastal area, arc-related volcanism 
indicated that subduction took place beneath this segment. This geodynamic change is interpreted as 
the result OE a sharp decrease in the spreading activity of the Tethyan ridges and replacement by 
Pacific spreading centres inducing a roughly northeastward convergence direction. 
The central Andes are considered a typical example of an 
orogenic belt related to the subduction of an oceanic plate 
beneath a continental margin. Many authors consider that 
subduction beneath the South American continent has taken 
place continuously since either late Palaeozoic or Liassic 
times (James 1971; Audebaud et al. 1973; Mégard 1978, 
1987; Dalziel 1985). Nevertheless, others (Dalmayrac et al. 
1980; Martinez 1980; McCourt et al. 1984; Aspden et al. 
1987) have suggested that the Andean margin may have 
acted as a transform zone during part of Mesozoic times. 
This latter option is supported by new data relating to the 
sedimentary, tectonic, and magmatic evolution of the 
northern and central Andes during Jurassic times (see 
Aspden et al. 1987; Mojica & Dorado 1987; Mourier et al. 
1988a; Jaillard & Jacay 1989). The aim of this paper is to 
synthetize the stratigraphical, sedimentological, tectonic and 
magmatic data, in order to propose an integrated, although 
probably oversimplified, model of the geodynamic evolution 
of the central and northern Andes during Triassic and 
Jurassic times. 
The Huancabamba deflexion, situated at c. 5"s (Fig. 1) 
roughly separates the Andes into: (1) a northern, NE-to 
"E-trending, 'Colombian' segment whose western part is 
made up of allochtonous terranes accreted during Mesozoic 
and Tertiary times (Feininger & Bristow 1980; McCourt et 
al. 1984; Aspden & McCourt 1986; Aspden et al. 1987; 
Bourgois et al. 1987; Feininger 1987; Mourier et al. 1988b); 
and (2)  a southern, NW- to "-trending, 'Peruvian' 
segment, where no exotic blocks have been recognized 
(Mégard 1987; Beck 1988). 
This paper is concerned only with the evolution of the 
'integral', non-allochtonous South American continental 
plate which can be conveniently divided into several 
palaeogeographic domains (Fig. 1): (1) the eastern 
sedimentary basins, now exposed in the subandean zone and 
Oriente, which were bounded eastward by the Brazilian and 
Guianese Precambrian shields; (2) the axial Cordilleras 
(Central Cordillera of Colombia and Eastern Cordilleras of 
Peru and Ecuador) which acted as swells during part of 
Mesozoic times; (3) the western Andean basin (or 
west-Peruvian Trough) which is now exposed along the 
Peruvian western Cordillera; and (4) the Altiplano which 
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Fig. 1. Major tectono-stratigraphic units of the northern and central 
Andes (mainly after Cretaceous outcrops). 
The present paper only deals with the evolution of the integral 
South American margin. i.e. the non-allochtonous units. 
constitutes a distinct. southern structural zone. and develops 
southward into Bolivia. 
In this paper. the time-scale of Haq cf al. ( 1987) is used. 
Evolution of the northern and central Andes during 
Early to middle Mesozoic times 
The middle Triassic (240 to 220 M u )  
The Hercynian cycle ended with the deposition of 
continental red beds of late Permian to middle Triassic age 
(Pre-Payandé, EI Sudan and Luisa Formations of Colombia: 
Geyer 1973: Macia er ul. 1985; Mitu Group of Peru: Mégard 
1978; Dalmayrac et al. 1980) (Fig. 2). 
In Colombia. a few synkinematic plutons of this age are 
recorded and they have been related to suhduction 
processes, to extensional tectonics (Macia & Mojica 1981 ). 
or to sinistral wrenching (McCourt et al. 1984, Aspden ct al. 
1987). In Ecuador. no intrusions of this age are recorded 
(Kennerley 19M; Baldoch 1982). 
In the Eastern Cordillera of Peru. cnlc-alkaline 
granodiorites and granites (Carlier er ti l .  I%'?), and alkaline 
to peralhaline comendites. basalts and syenites ( C d i e r  ct t i l .  
1982: Mégard 1987) are present. These rocks are interpreted 
as not directly related to subduction processes; rather they 
would be associated to intracontinental, rifting-type 
extension (Kontak et al. 1985). associated with the offset of 
NW-trending normal faults (Dalmayrac er al. 1980). 
In southwestern Peru. a thick sequence of undated 
andesitic flows (Chocolate and Junerata Fms, Fig. 2) overlie 
early Permian rocks and is capped by early Sinemurian 
limestones (Benavides 1962; Vicente 1981: Vicente et u¿. 
1982). It exhibits the characteristics of a continental volcanic 
arc (James er al. 1975; Boily et al. 1984). We regard these 
formations as pre-Norian. 
Norian to Hettungiun (220 to 200 M a )  
In Co!omhia, Norian massive platform limestones (Payandé 
Fm. Fig. 2) are restricted to the southern areas (Fig. 3; 
Kummel & Fuchs 1953; Geyer 1973: Mojica & Dorado 
1987), and these locally grade upward into black-coloured 
breccias and olistolith-hearing limestones and shales of 
Rhaetian age (Mojica & L h a s  1984). Then most of the area 
emerged and continental red beds intercalated with andesitic 
to acidic volcanic rocks were deposited along "E-SSW 
trending grabens, indicating an extensional tectonic activity 
(Macia er al. 1985; Mojica Xr Dorado 1987). Plutons of this 
age are known only in the central part of Colombia (Aspden 
et al. 1987). 
In Ecuador. though the Norian stage has not heen 
recognized, its presence is assumed (Geyer 1982) at the hase 
of the thick Santiago Formation which is partly of 
Sinemurian age (Tschopp 1953: Geyer 1974: Bristow & 
Hoffstetter 1977). No coeval intrusions are known within the 
continental margin (Baldock 1982, Hall & Calle 1982). 
In northern and central Peru (Fig. 3), a first 
transgression took place during the Norian (Mégard 1968: 
Geyer 1982; Pardo & Sanz 1979: Prinz 1985). and is 
recorded by massive. cherty, dark-coloured platform 
limestones and dolostones of late Triassic age, which form 
the basal part of the Pucara Group (Chambara Fm: Mégard 
1968: Loughmann & Hallam 1982. Fig. 3) .  The second, 
early Liassic transgression led to the deposition of 
bituminous. sandy and cherty. black-coloured limestones of 
Hettangian to Sinemurian age (Aramachay Fm: Megard 
1968; Palacios 1980: Prinr 1985). deposited in a deep shelf 
environment (Pardo 61 Sanz 1979; Loughman &k Hallam 
1982). Differential subsidence was controlled by NW- 
trending normal faults (Szekely L! Grose 1972: Megard 
1978). 
In southwestern Peru (Fig. 3). no late Triassic to early 
Liassic marine sediments are known. 
Sinernurian to uppermost Liassic ( 3 0  to 180 Mu)  
In Colombia (Fig. 4). the limestones of the Sinemurian 
marine transgression are restricted to NW-trending (fault- 
controlled'?) troughs (Bata and Morrocoyal Fms: Geyer 
1973; Maresch 1983: Mojica 61 Dorado 1987; Fig. 2). The 
other parts of Colomhia remained emergent and received 
red. continental sedimentation (Saldaña and La Quinta 
Fms: Mojica & Dorado 1987). Throughout Colomhia, 
post-Sinemurian deposits are essentially of volcanic or 
detrital continental origin: however. poorly dated. paralic 
sediments arc reported locally (Fig. 2. Bata, El Indio. and 
Montchel Fnis: Geyer 1973: hlojica & Dorado 1987). 
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphic framework of the early to middle Mesozoic deposits of the northern and central Andes. 
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Andean margin during Norian to Hettangiiin times. 
quiet shelf sedimentatinn continued in the south. 
The northern areas (Colomhia) progressively emerged whereas 
Some 198 to 191 Ma monzonites. granodiorites and 
granites of poorly known composition occur in the northern 
part of Colomhia. principally in the Santander massif (Fig. 
4). and have been related either to ;i peculiar subduction 
process. or to ensialic rifting (Aspden er ul. lYS7). These 
intrusions seem to cease after Sinemurian times. Neverthe- 
less. these ages could represent older agcs reset by 
subsequent intrusions (Aspden er t i l .  3987). 
In Ecuador. the Sinemurian horizons in the Santiago 
Formation exhibit flysch-like facies (Geyer 1974). Toward 
the west. intercalations of volcanic breccias and tuffs are 
present (Tschopp 1953: Bristow ¿k Hoffstettcr 1977). hut 
(Mégard 
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Liassic intrusions have so far not been reported in Ecuador 
(Hall & Calle 1983: Baldock 1982). 
In northern and central Peru (Fig. 4), Sinemurian 
deposits consist of bituminous. cherty limestones repre- 
senting a relatively deep marine environment (Aramachay 
Fm: Mégard 1968; Fig. 1). They locally disconformably 
overlie the Hettangian sediments (Wilson Cyr Reyes 1964) 
and often contain significant amounts of sandy material 
1968; Palacios 1980). Calciturbidites have been 
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Fig. 4. Palaeogengraphic recon!druction of the northern and ccntr:il 
Andean margin during Sinemurian to latest Liassic times. 
Extensional tectonic activity occurred in the northern areds 
(emergent in Colnnihia), and progressed \outh\vv;ard (Sinemurian 
torhidites, m d  post-Sinemurian prohahle emergence in Ecuador 
and northern Peru). In southern Peru. the Liassic trun\grehninn 
covered ;i wide area. 
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reported in northern Peru (Pardo & Sanz 1979). The upper 
part of the Pucara Group comprises massive dolostones of 
late Liassic age (Condorsinga Fm: Mégard 1968; Fig. 2), 
which were deposited on a shallow platform (Loughman & 
Hallam 1982). The top of the sequence, which is of Toarcian 
age, is locally sandy (Szekely & Grose 1972; Mégard 1978; 
Palacios 1980). During Liassic times, sedimentation is 
thought to have been controlled by NW-trending normal 
faults (Szekely & Grose 1972; Mégard 1978). 
Either because of subsequent erosion, or owing to 
non-deposition, the uppermost preserved sediments young 
toward the southeast: Sinemurian in northwestern Peru 
(Wilson & Reyes 1964; Pardo & Sanz 1979; Prinz 1985), 
Pliensbachian to Toarcian in northeastern Peru (Prinz 1985), 
and probably early Aalenian in central Peru (Mégard 1968, 
1978; Westermann et al. 1980) (Fig. 2). 
In southern Peru (Fig. 4), the andesitic flows of the 
Chocolate Formation are capped by shallow marine 
volcaniclastic rocks and limestones of early Sinemurian age 
(top of the Chocolate Fm: Benavides 1962; Vicente 1981; 
Vicente et al. 1982), which locally exhibit a thick basal 
conglomerate (Pelado Fm: Vicente 1981; Fig. 2). Farther 
east, adjacent to the Altiplano, the Sinemurian sediments 
are represented by dark-coloured limestones deposited in a 
deep marine platform environment; the base of the 
limestones is unknown (Lower Lagunillas Gp: Portugal 
1974; Vicente 1981). In the whole area, late Liassic shelf 
limestones (Socosani and San Francisco Fms, part of the 
Lagunillas Gp, Fig. 2) locally overlying the Chocolate 
Formation through a basal conglomerate, indicate a new 
transgressive stage of Toarcian age (Vicente et al. 1982). 
They are commonly associated with extensional synsedi- 
mentary tectonic processes. (Vicente et al. 1982). 
In southern Peru, radiometric ages of 196 to 182Ma 
have been obtained for tonalitic plutons in the coastal area 
and in the Arequipa region (Beckinsale et al. 1985; Mukasa 
& Tilton 1985; Mukasa 1986) (Fig. 4). In the south Peruvian 
Axial Cordillera, 175 to 185 Ma radiometric ages have been 
obtained from syenitic and granodioritic intrusions (Stewart 
et al. 1974; Kontak et al. 1985). However, these ages can be 
interpreted as having been reset (Laubacher 1978; Kontak 
1984). 
Aalenian and Bajocian (180 to 165Ma) 
This period is generally poorly understood because of 
the widespread occurrence of undated continental 
sedimentation. 
In Colombia, the post-Sinemurian deposits consist firstly 
of subaerial volcanic rocks (Motema, La Mojana and 
Guatapuri Fms, Fig. 2) and then of detrital continental 
deposits (GirBn Gp, Bocas and Jordan Fms), deposited in 
fault-controlled grabens (Mojica & Dorado 1987). However, 
post-Sinemurian deposits are often absent, owing to 
subsequent erosion or to non-deposition (see Geyer 1973; 
Maresch 1983; Mojica & Dorado 1987 for reviews). During 
this period, and especially between 176 and 166Ma, 
numerous tonalites and granodiorites were emplaced along 
the eastern edge of the Axial Cordillera (McCourt et al. 
1984; Aspden et al. 1987) (Fig. 5). These plutons host 
copper mineralization of mid-Jurassic age (Sillitoe 1988). 
This magmatic belt extends southward into Ecuador and 
northernmost Peru (Hall & Calle 1982; Baldock 1982; 
Mourier et al. 1988~). 
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Fig. 5. Palaeogeographic reconsrruction of the northern and central 
Andean margin during Aalenian and Bajocian times. (Subaerial 
volcanism and continental deposits are poorly dated). 
A "E-trending magmatic arc developed along the Colombian 
segment, together with local continental detrital sedimentation. 
Along the Peruvian segment, palaeogeographic zonation occurred 
with northwestern, subcontinental detrital sedimentation, and 
southeastern, hemipelagic calcareous sedimentation. 
In the Oriente of Ecuador and Peru (Fig. 5), a thick, 
undated, terrigenousJlagoona1 sequence of sandstones, 
shales, dolostones and gypsum (Lower Chapiza, Lower 
Sarayaquillo and Boqueron Fms, Fig. 2) disconformably 
overlies the Liassic limestones (Kummel 1948; Tschopp 
1953; Faucher & Savoyat 1973; Pardo & Zuniga 1976; 
Laurent 1985). These formations are generally thought to be 
Middle Jurassic (Bristow & Hoffstetter 1977; Mégard 1978), 
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but their lower parts could be locally equivalent to the top 
of the Pucara Group (Mégard 1978). 
In northern Peru. outcrops of mid-Jurassic rocks are 
unknown. 
In the central Peruvian Andes (Fig. 5). Aalenian to 
Bajocian shallow marine limestones and sandstones 
(Chunumayo Fm: Megard 1968. 1978; Westermann et al. 
1980) conformahly overlie the Pucara Group. but Bathonian 
deposits are lacking (Fig. 2). Further north. fluvial 
plant-bearing red shales and sandstones (Cercapuquio Fm) 
are overlain by lagoonal limestones and silts (Chaucha Fm) 
and have been tentatively ascribed to the Aalenian and 
Bajocian respectively (Mégard 1968; Moulin 1989). 
However. a late Jurassic age is also possible (Mégard 1978). 
Similar Aalenian to Bajocian deposits are known along 
the coast (Rio Granae Fm: Riiegg 1956: Ivíégard 1975; 
Westermann et ul. 1980). 
In southern Peru (Fig. 5). the calcareous hemipelagic 
sedimentation continued until Bajocian times (upper part of 
the Socosani Fm. San Francis0 Fm, part of the Lagunillas 
Gp, Fig. 2) indicating a marked increase of water depth 
between Toarcian and Bajocian times related to extensional 
tectonic suhidence (Vicente et al. 1982). 
No midJurassic deposits are known in the Axial 
Cordillera and the Altiplano (Fig. 5). probably hecause of 
subsequent erosion, rather than to non-deposition. since the 
facies of the eastern areas are very similar to those of the 
western and coastal areas. 
Bathonian to Kimmeridgiun ( 165 to 140 I1 45 Ma ) 
In Colnmbia, the lack of fauna precludes precise 
reconstructions, nevertheless, both erosion and fault- 
controlled red bed sedimentation continue (Jordan and 
Giron Fms: Geyer 1973; Mojica & Dorado 1987). Volcanic 
activity seems to decrease during late mid-Jurassic times. 
Locally. a poorly dated transgression hegan during the late 
Jurassic (Valle Alto and Cheterl6 Fms: Geyer 1973; Mojica 
& Dorado 1987) (Fig. 2). 
Following a period of apparent magmatic quiescence 
(160-151 Ma), a new calc-alkaline plutonic pulse occurred 
along the Colombian segment (151-142 Ma. Baldock 1982; 
Hall & Calle 1982: McCourt et NZ. 1954: Aspden et al. 1987) 
(Fig. 6) accompanied in Colomhia hy porphyry-copper 
mineralization (Sillitoe 1988). 
In Ecuador and northeastern Peru (Fig. 6), a thick, 
eastward tapering wedge of shaly, sandy and conglomeratic. 
continental red beds (middle Chapiza. upper Sarayaquillo 
Fms, Fig. 2) disconformably overlies the lagoonal deposits 
(Kummel 1948; Tschopp 1953; Pardo 8r Zuñiga 1976; 
Bristow & Hoffstetter 1977). Plant remains indicate a 
Jurassic age (Seminario & Guizado 1976). Sedimentation 
thickness indicates a westerly source for detritus supply 
(Portugal Xr Gordon 1976; Laurent 1985), suggesting that 
the Axial Cordillera was undergoing erosion (Tschopp 1953; 
Audebaud et al. 1973; Pardo & Zuñiga 1976). 
In northernmost Peru, thick andesitic flows and 
volcanoclastic rocks were deposited (Coliin Fm: Pardo & 
Sanz 1979; Fig. 2), partly during Callovian-Oxfordian times 
(Mourier et u[. 19XXu), and they are considered to represent 
the southern extension of the Colombian-Ecuadorian 
magmatic belt (Fig. 6). In the northern and central Peruvian 
Andes. south ot 7”s. no deposits of late Middle Jurassic to 
early Late Jurassic age are known. 
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Fig. 6. Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the northern and central 
Andean margin during Bathonian to Kimmeridgian times. 
dated. coarse. detrital continental sedimentation extended 
southward. In Peru, NW-trending emergent areas and troughs were 
created. 
In Colombia, magmatic activity continued. and the poorly 
In the southern coastal area, a thick series of 
volcanogenic sandstones and hlack shales of Callovian and 
probahly early Late Jurassic age were deposited (Guaneros 
Fm: Olchauski 1980: Vicente 1981; Fig. 2). Our field 
observations show that the volcanic rocks formerly 
considered as part of this formation. actually correspond to 
younger sills and dykes. 
In southern Peru (Fig. h ) ,  the Bajocian hemipelagic 
limestones are overlain by thick. southeastward prograding 
turbiditic fans (Puente and Ataspaca Fms: Vicente 1981; 
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Vicente et al. 1982) of Bathonian to Callovian age 
(Benavides 1962; Westermann et al. 1980; Vicente 1985). 
They pass northeastwards into hemipelagic slope deposits 
(part of the Lagunillas Gp, Fig. 2). Callovian-Oxfordian 
times are characterized by widespread pelagic black shales 
(Cachios Fm: Vicente 1985; part of Lagunillas Gp: Portugal 
1974; Piste Fm: Pecho 1981), part of which exhibit 
synsedimentary normal faulting, slumping (Vicente et al. 
1982), olistoliths and clastic dykes (Santander, pers. comm. 
1988). The inferred extensional tectonic phase took place at 
the Middle to Late Jurassic boundary. In the Altiplano, no 
deposits of this age have been recognized. 
During this period, magmatic activity along the Peruvian 
segment is very restricted (Fig. 6). Along the coast, a 
calc-alkaline, subduction-related andesitic flow of the upper 
Rio Grande Fm (Caldas 1978; Fig. 2) yielded a mid-Jurassic 
age (164Ma, Aguirre & Offler 1985). On the other hand, 
some ages in the range 155-152Ma were obtained by 
McBride (1977) and Mukasa (1986) from a few granitoids in 
southern Peru. 
Kimmeridgian-Tithonian to Berriasian (1401145 to 
125Ma) 
In parts of eastern Colombia, the sedimentation resumed 
with disconformable, undated conglomerates (Buena Vista 
breccias, Rio Negro Fm, Fig. 2), followed by undated red 
beds (Yavi Fm?) or plant-bearing dark shales and 
volcanogenic sandstones (Shame Fm), locally and partly 
dated by a Kimmeridgian to Tithonian fauna (Cuiza Fm: 
Geyer 1973; Wiedmann 1981; Maresch 1983; Mojica & 
Dorado 1987). In other places, red bed sedimentation 
continues (Gir6n Fm, Boinet et al. 1985). 
In Colombia, a significant gap in plutonism occurred 
during latest Jurassic to earliest Cretaceous times (142- 
124 Ma, Aspden & McCourt 1986; Aspden et al. 1987). 
In Ecuador (Fig. 7), the upper part of the Chapiza 
Formation (Misahualli Mbr, Fig. 2) is composed of red 
shales, sandstones and conglomerates associated with 
basaltic and trachytic lavas, and then with rhyolitic tuffs 
(Baldock 1982; Hall & Calle 1982). It disconformably 
overlies the middle part of the Chapiza Formation (Tschopp 
1953), and is considered as latest Jurassic to earliest 
Cretaceous according to both palynological (Bristow & 
Hoffstetter 1977; Canfield et al. 1982) and radiometric data 
(132Ma, Canfield, in Feininger & Bristow 1980; Espin, in 
Hall & Calle 1982). It could be coeval with the intrusion of 
numerous basic, porphyritic bodies which cross-cut the latest 
Jurassic rocks and are capped by the Neocomian sandstones 
(Kummel 1948; Tschopp 1953; Bristow & Hoffstetter 1977). 
In the westernmost areas, volcanogenic quartzites very 
similar to the Neocomian quartzites are reported (Tschopp 
1953), and may be correlated with the Bemasian Tinajones 
Formation (see below). 
In northernmost and eastern Peru, there is no definitive 
report of deposits of this age. However they may exist as 
part of some late Jurassic deposits (e.g. the Sávila Fm: 
Reyes & Caldas 1987; Mourier et al. 1988a) (Fig. 2). 
In northern Peru (Fig. 7), a lagoonal sequence of 
limestones and sandstones (Simba1 Fm: Jaillard & Jacay 
1989; Fig. 2) is sharply overlain by a thick sequence of 
proximal, southward-flowing turbidites in early Late 
Tithonian, followed by slumped, block-bearing , hemipelagic 
slope deposits, indicating notable tectonic activity (Punta 
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Fig. 7. Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the northern and central 
Andean margin during Tithonian to Berriasian times. 
segment, and oblique collisions took place, which probably 
triggered the opening of the north-Peruvian turbiditic trough. Along 
the Peruvian segment, an extensional regime is recorded, while 
volcanic activity resumed along the coast (Lima). 
Except in Ecuador, magmatism ceased in the Colombian 
Moreno Fm). These are overlain by black shales of late 
Tithonian to Bemasian age (Stappenbeck 1929; Geyer 1983; 
Zapotal Fm: Jaillard & Jacay 1989), and then by a 
fining-upward sequence of plant-bearing volcanogenic 
sandstones and shales with subordinate conglomerates 
(Tinajones Fm: Cobbing et al. 1981; Reyes & Caldas 1987; 
Mourier et al. 1988a; Fig 2). The latter detrital sequence 
disconformably overlies Liassic to Berriasian rocks, and 
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exhibits numerous extensional synsedinientary tectonic 
features (Jaillard Xr Jacay 1980). 
In central Peru. south of 11"s. no equivalent of the late 
Tithonian turbiditic sequence of northern Peru is known. 
The late Tithonian to Berriasian coal-bearing dark shales 
and sandstones (Oy6n Fm: Wilson 1963; MCgard 1978: 
Cohhing ct al. 1981) would be the southern equivalent of the 
Tinajones Fm (Fig. 3). Further east. red shales and 
sandstones were deposited during Tithonian-Berriasian 
times in fluvial to estuarine environments (lower Goyllar- 
isquizga Fni: Moulin 1989). and disconformably overlie 
Liassic rocks or the Cercapuquio and Chaucha Formations. 
As mentioned above, these latter formations could be of 
Kimmeridgian-Tithonian age. At this time. sedimentation 
was controlled by NE-SW and NW-SE-trending normal 
fmits (Arthaud cr ill. 1977: Moulin 1989). 
In the coastal area of central Peru (Fig. 7). undated 
porphyritic andesites intercalated with grepvackes and 
shales are overlain by basaltic flows and volcaniclastic 
deposits (Puente Piedra Fm: Rivera et d. 1975: Mégard 
1978) of latest Berriasian age (Wiedmann 1981: Fig. 2). 
They have heen interpreted as suhduction-related, volcanic 
arc flows (Atherton et al. 1983. 1985). Further south, the 
Jaguay Formation of early Tithonian age (Riiegg 1961; 
Caldas 1978) comprises brecciated and siliceous limestones 
deposited in a shallow marine environment. Porphyritic 
dykes. sills and small stocks cross-cut the pre-Valanginian 
rocks along the southern Peruvian coast. 
In southern Peru (Fig. 7) .  siliciclastic shelf deposits 
partly of Kimmeridgian age (Labra Fm: Benavides 1962: 
Vicente 1985; Vicente er d. 1981: Chuquibambilla Fm: 
Pecho 1981: Chachacumane Fm: Vicente 1981. 1985; Fig. 2) 
overlie the late Jurassic black shales. with a local 
unconformity (Yauca Fm: Olchauski 1980). They are 
overlain by limestones and sandstones representing a 
lagoon-harrier environment (Gramadal Fm: Benavides 
1962; Vicente cr ill. 1982). The limestones have been locally 
dated as early Tithonian (Vicente 1985: Batty & Jaillard 
1989). In some areas, late Tithonian fine-grained quartzites 
(Geyer lW3) or Berriasian hlack shales (Bellido 19%) are 
known. but emergence serms to have occurred elsewhere 
during late Tithonian-Berriasian times (Batty SL Jaillard 
1989: Fig 2).  
In the Altiplano area. coarse conglomerates (Lauhacher 
1978: Chupa Fm: Klinck cf u1. 1986) disconformably overlie 
Palaeozoic rocks. They are followed by lagoonal limestones. 
shales and sandstones (Sipin Fm), which grade upward into 
tidal red shales and sandstones (hfuni Fm: Newell 1949: 
Audehaud et id. 147h: Fig. 1). These formations exhibit a 
strong synsedimentary ENE-WSW-trending extension 
(Batty & Jaillard 1989). 
Near the Berriasian-Valanginian boundary, a major 
disconformity occurred and led to the deposition. in most of 
the central and northern Andes. of a westward propagating 
sequence of clean and mature quartzites, which disconfor- 
mably overlies Palaeozoic to Berriasian rocks (Kummel 
1948; Tschopp 1053: Benavides 1956: Pardo Csr Zufiiga 197h: 
Laurent 1985: Jaillard Xr Jacay l%Y: Batty S Jaillard 1989) 
(Fig. 3) .  
Synthesis of tectonic, magmatic, and sedimentary 
fealires 
The e\olutinn of the northern and central Andes during the 
early and middle Mesozoic c m  he dkided intn three mitin 
periods, each one showing distinctive sedimentary, tectonic 
and magmatic features (Fig. 8). 
Middle Triassic I'o late Liussic (240 to 180 M a )  
Continental red bed sedimentation of Permo-Triassic age is 
followed by platform sedimentation which began with the 
widespread Norian transgression. During early Sinemurian 
and early Toarcian times. new transgressive stages are 
recorded. The marine carbonate shelf is diachronously 
destroyed by a southward migrating extensional tectonic 
activity which induced the immersion of the northern areas 
between the Rhaetian (Colombia), and the late Liassic 
(Ecuador and northern Peru). This tectonic activity is 
recorded in central Peru by local unconformities and by 
pdrtly detrital sedirneniaîion, and in scmthern Peru hy 
extension-related suhsidence (Fig. 8). 
During this period. magmatic activity is mainly restricted 
to Colombia. and to southern Peru (Fig. 8). In the former 
area. most of the intrusions seem to he related to 
extensional or strike-slip processes, whereas in southern 
Peru. plutons intrude suhduction-related volcanic rocks 
(Chocolate Fm). This poorly dated volcanic arc is the only 
preserved evidence that subduction nccurred along the study 
area during an undetermined time-span between early 
Permian and middle Liassic times. 
As a whole. this period is dominated by a southward 
propagating extensional tectonic regime. No clear evidence 
of subduction processes is preserved. except perhaps in 
southern Peru. 
~hfertiflrz to Kinznzeridgicirz ( 180 to 14()/.145 Mu 1 
This time-span begins with a palaeogeographic change 
marked by widespread disconformable detrital deposits and 
local tectonic suhsidence. A Bathonian tectonic phase 
resulted in the formation of the south Peruvian turhiditic 
trough, the probable emergence of the Axial Cordillera and 
the deposition of coarse continental beds in the eastern 
basins (Fig. 8 j .  By Callovian-Osfordian times. tectonic 
instahility occurred and was contemporaneous with local 
black shale deposits. 
The NNE-trending calc-alkaline. locally Cu-mineralized 
magmatic belt which extends all along Colombia and 
Ecuador (Fig. 8). unamhiguously indicates that subduction 
took place beneath this segment (Aspden et d. 1987). The 
beginning of the suhduction. as expressed hy the 18OMa 
intrusions roughly coincides with detrital sedimentation in 
Ecuador and in northern and central Peru. and with the 
tectonic subsidence of southern Peru. 
In contrast. the scarcity of the intrusions along the 
Peruvian segment (Fig. 8) suggests that only local andlor 
episodic subduction occurred at this time. On the other 
hand. the creation of the south Peruvian turhiditic trough 
indicates an extensional tectonic regime. 
In agreement with Aspden er ul. (1987). we interpret this 
pattern as the result of a very oblique, southeastward 
convergence direction which would have induced a strong. 
sinistral strike-slip component along the Peruvian segment 
(Fig. 8). The southern turbiditic trough may be interpreted 
as ;i pull-apart basin. Nevertheless, the Bathonian, 
subduction-related andesites of the upper Rio Grande 
Formation (Aguirre Xr Offier 1985) suggest that ohlique 
subduction may have taken place locally and sporadically 
along the Peruvian margin. 
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Fig. 8. A synthesis of the evolution of the Colombian and Peruvian segments. Intrusions are represented according to the number of known 
radiometric ages (Ecuadorian plutons in white). Volcanic formations illustrate the volcanic activity. 
progressively destroyed the Norian-Liassic carbonate shelf. 
subduction beneath this segment, whereas ridges and detritus-filled trough were created in the Peruvian segment, as the result of sinistral 
wrenching tectonics. 
From Kimmeridgian-Tithonian to Berriasian times, magmatism ceased abruptly along the Colombian segment which underwent dextral, 
oblique collisions. Along the Peruvian segment, new troughs and ridges were created, and the creation of the Lima marginal basin indicates 
that a grossly northeastward subduction took place beneath this segment. 
Between Norian and latest Liassic times, the magmatic activity remained low and the southward shift of the rifting-related tectonic activity 
During middle and early-late Jurassic, an important magmatic arc developed in the Colombian segment, indicating roughly southeastward 
Kimmeridgian to Berriasian (1401145 to 125Ma) 
This period begins with a widespread basal conglomerate, 
and with extensive shallow marine siliciclastic deposits which 
pass upwards into. shallow marine limestones. In northern 
Peru, a turbiditic trough was created by late Tithonian times 
(Fig. 8). This period usually ends with the deposition of 
fluvial to coastal sands and shales which are frequently 
eroded and occur beneath the disconformably overlying 
Neocomian quartzites. 
Along the Colombian segment, accretions of alloch- 
tonous terranes occurred during latest Jurassic to early 
Neocomian times (McCourt et al. 1984; Roperch et al. 1987; 
Mourier et al. 19883; Restrepo & Toussaint 1988) (Fig. 8). 
These accretions are associated with a blueschist metamor- 
phic belt with ages of 132 to 125Ma (Feininger 1982; 
Bourgois et al. 1987), and are related to the 142 to 124Ma 
gap in plutonism in Colombia (McCourt et al. 1984; Aspden 
& McCourt 1986; Aspden et al. 1987). These events could 
have triggered the opening of the north Peruvian trough 
(Jaillard & Jacay 1989). 
The Peruvian segment recorded both an extensional 
tectonic regime, and a renewal of the volcanic activity in the 
coastal area (Puente Piedra Fm, Fig. 8). The andesitic flows 
of this formation show both subduction-related arc, and 
back-arc chemical affinities (Atherton et al. 1983, 1985). 
Hence, the geodynamic pattern drastically changed 
during Kimmeridgian-Tithonian times. The NW-trending 
Peruvian segment records subduction processes while the 
"E-trending Colombian segment was subjected to a strong 
dextral transform component (McCourt et al. 1984; Aspden 
et al. 1987), which can be related to the accretion of terranes 
originating to the south (Mourier et al. 1988b). These 
observations would therefore suggest a roughly north- 
eastward convergence direction of the oceanic Phoenix plate 
relative to continental South America (Aspden et al. 1987) 
(Fig. 8). 
The major pre-Valanginian erosional disconformity 
could represent either a sedimentary response to the 
Colombian and Ecuadorian accretions (Mourier et al. 
1988a) or the effects of the incipient South Atlantic rifting 
(Jaillard & Jacay 1989). 
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The early to middle Mesozoic history of the 
northern and central Andes: a Tethys-controlled 
evolution 
Recently published Mesozoic geodynamic reconstructions of 
the Caribbean region (Pindell Cy; Dewey 1982: Klitgord Cy; 
Schouten 198h; Ross & Scotese 1988) assume a continuous 
western margin for the Americas which united the western 
margin of northern Mexico with the western margin of 
northern Peru by the means of various continental 
microplates, remnants of which constitute present-day 
Central America (Fig. 9a). If accepted. important 
deductions may be inferred from these reconstructions. 
During Early to Middle Jurassic times. the Tethyan 
rifting affected the Caribbean region. which acted as a 
complex sinistral transform zone. The central Atlantic 
opening induced the separation between the North and 
South American plates (Pindell & Dewey 1982; Anderson Cy; 
Schmidt 1983). Therefore. the northwestward shift of North 
America can be correlated with the creation of a Tethyan 
oceanic arm along the Colombian segment. This Tethyan 
ridge extended southwestward through the Palaeopacific 
realm (Mooney 1980). and separated the northern Farallon 
oceanic plate from the southern Phoenix oceanic plate. As a 
consequence, subduction beneath Colombia cannot have 
started before the beginning of the spreading in the 
Tethyan-Colombian rift. 
The rifting phase 
In western Gondwana. the Tethyan rifting began during late 
Triassic times and continued throughout Liassic times 
(Bernoulli & Lemoine 1980: Emery Cy: Uchupi 1984: Olivet 
er al. 1981; Savostin et al. 1986; Lemoine et (II. 1986). It 
induced an extensional regime in the Caribbean region 
(Pindell & Dewey 1982: Anderson Cy: Schmidt 1983: 
Klitgord & Schouten 1984; Ross Cy; Scotese 1988). During 
middle to late Liassic times, the Caribbean-Colombian rift 
was deep enough to allow exchanges of pelagic faunas 
between the Tethyan and Caribbean realms (Hillebrandt 
1981; Thierry 1982). 
The rifting-related extensional and possibly transcurrent 
stress is clearly recorded by the geological evolution of the 
Colombian 5egment (Mojica & Dorado 1987). It is proposed 
that the destruction of the Norian carbonate platform during 
Liassic times in Ecuador and Peru is also related to the 
evolving rifting process, the effects of which progre5sed 
diachronously southward (Fig. 9a). 
The Tethyun sribdrictioii plinse 
The beginning of the spreading in the Weitern Tethys is of 
late Middle Jurassic age in the Western Alps (Lemoine c’t al. 
1986): of latest Liassic (180 Ma, Olivet et ill. 1984: Savostin 
et al. 1986) to early Bajocian age in central Atlantic 
(170-175 Ma, Emery & Uchupi 1981: Khtgord & Schouten 
1984: Ziegler 1988): and of Aalenian to Bajocian age in the 
Caribbean region (175-165 Ma. Stephan et al. 1980; Pindell 
Cy; Dewey 1982: Anderson & Schmidt 1983: Ross &i Scotese 
1988). Initial spreading rate in Central Atlantic seems to 
have been fint very low (Olivet et al. 1981). 
In Colombia, the calc-alkaline arc magmas were 
emplaced partly during the Toarcian ( 183 Ma) and mainly 
during the Aaleninn and Bajocian ( 176-lhh Ma. Aspden ct 
í i l .  1987) (Fig. 8). This magmatic pulse may be regarded as 
Fig. 9. Geodpnamic model for the evolution of the northern and 
central Andes related to the early to middle Mesozoic Tethyan 
evolution. White areas. continental plates: AF. Africa: NOAM. 
North America: SOAM. South America. Shaded :ireas. oceanic 
plates: FA. Farallon; PH, Phoenix; PaleoPAC. Palaeopacific. 
(a) During Iate Triassic-Liassic times. the Tethyan rifting passed 
hetween the Colomhirin and the palaeo-Mexican margins and 
produced an extensional regime throughout the northern and 
central Andean margin. probably itssociated with some stribslip 
movements. 
(bj During middle and early Late Jurassic. the southeastward 
subduction of the newly created Tethy:in-Colombian oceanic crust 
heneath Colomhia gave wag to the hinistral transform offset of the 
Peruvian margin. 
(c) During latest Jurassic and eurlie5t Cretaceou5 times. spreading 
along the Tethyan ridges sharply decrcased (or even ceased). and 
was replaced hg the Pacific spreading centres. As :i result, :i 
northeastward subduction commenced heneath the northern part of 
the South American plate. and oblique, dextral collisinns nf 
segment. 
continental blocks :tnd i)ceanic ridges occurred along the Colnmhian . .  
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being related to the subduction of the newly created 
Tethyan crust, formed in the Colombian oceanic arm (Fig. 
9b). It probably coincides with the beginning of the detrital 
sedimentation throughout Ecuador and Peru. 
According to the classical model of Uyeda & Kanamori 
(1979; see also Cross & Pilger 1982; Soler & Bonhomme, 
1989), the strong tectonic stress (uplift and erosion), the 
voluminous intrusiom and the Cu-mineralization recorded 
by the Colombian segment suggest fast, low-angle 
subduction of a young oceanic crust, which is in good 
agreement with the Tethyan interpretation (Fig. 9b). 
The Bathonian tectonic phase (165-160 Ma) does not 
show clear correlations with global geodynamic events. 
Nevertheless, this diastrophic phase is widely known 
throughout South America (Zambrano 1978; Riccardi 
1983), and has been recently reported in the western margin 
of North America (169-161Ma, Dilles & Wright 1988; 
Wright & Fahan 1988). 
In the Tethyan system, the Callovo-Oxfordian (155- 
150 Ma) is marked by a sharp increase in the spreading rate 
(Olivet et al. 1984; Savostin et al. 1986) and by tectonic 
events in the Western Alps (Lemoine et al. 1986) and 
Caribbean region (Anderson & Schmidt 1983). They can be 
regarded as coeval with part of the Nevadan orogeny 
(154 Ma: Schweickert et al. 1984; Ingersoll & Schweickert 
1986). The tectonic instability recorded in the Central and 
Northern Andes could be related to these events. 
The Bathonian and Callovo-Oxfordian Andean phases 
roughly coincide with a decrease of the magmatic activity 
along the Colombian segment, but the regional subduction 
pattern did not change significantly, since a new plutonic 
maximum occurred between 151 and 142Ma in the 
Colombian segment (Aspden et al. 1987). 
The PaciJic subduction phase 
Kimmeridgian-Tithonian times (140-145 Ma) are marked 
by drastic geodynamic changes. In the central Atlantic, the 
spreading rate sharply decreased (Olivet et al. 1984; 
Klitgord & Schouten 1986), as well as in the Western Alps 
(Savostin et al. 1986). Moreover, in the Caribbean region, 
southward ophiolite obductions are concealed by Neoco- 
mian deposits in Venezuela (Stephan et al. 1980). On the 
other hand, the beginning of the south Atlantic rifting is of 
late Oxfordian to early Tithonian age (147-136Ma, Herz 
1977; Ojeda 1982; Sibuet et al. 1985). The geodynamic 
change along the South American margins can be regarded 
as a result of this kinematic reorganization. 
Duncan & Hargraves (1984) showed the convergence 
vector of the Phoenix plate to be the sum of the expansion 
vectors of the NE-trending Tethyan ridge and the Pacific 
spreading system located farther southwest (Hilde et al. 
1977; Handschumacher et al. 1988). As a result, a fast 
spreading rate along the Tethyan ridge associated with a low 
spreading rate in the Pacific ridges would have induced a 
southeastward motion of the Phoenix oceanic plate (Duncan 
& Hargraves 1984). These conditions seem to have occurred 
between 180 and 145Ma (Fig. 9b). In contrast, a slow 
spreading rate in the Tethyan Colombian ridge would have 
induced a northeastward motion of the Phoenix plate 
(Duncan & Hargraves 1984). We propose that the above 
mentioned sharp decrease of the spreading rate in the 
Tethyan ridges led to this situation after Kimmeridgian 
times (Fig. 9c). 
Following Uyeda & Kanamori (1979), Cross & Pilger 
(1982) and Soler & Bonhomme (1989), the dominant 
extensional regime, together with the lack of any uplift 
indicated by the widespread Kimmeridgian-Tithonian 
transgression along the Peruvian margin, suggest a 
steep-dipping subduction of a slow-converging, possibly old 
oceanic slab. 
Concluding remarks 
The analysis of the evolution of the Andes north of the 
Arica elbow shows that the subduction was not uniform 
during early Mesozoic times. However, the proposed model 
is speculative and several uncertainties remain. 
The early volcanic arc in southern Peru (Chocolate Fm) 
suggests that active subduction took place sometime 
between early Permian and Sinemurian times. In this paper, 
we assume that subduction ceased before late Norian times. 
Actually it is quite difficult at the moment to state whether 
subduction took place during the late Norian or not, and 
this problem needs further investigation. 
In this paper, we use present-day maps to draw the 
palaeogeographic features. However, various tectonic and 
palaeomagnetic studies suggest that at least parts of the 
Andean margin have undergone significant tectonic rotation 
and shortening from early Mesozoic times. Further studies 
are needed in order to determine the palaeogeometry of the 
northern and central Andean margin. 
We have considered the Kimmeridgian-Tithonian events 
of the central Andes to represent an unique and 
well-defined boundary for geodynamic regimes. Actually, 
field data from Peru suggest that the whole Kimmeridgian- 
Berriasian time-span represents a transitional period. 
However, the model proposed is in good agreement with the 
available geological data which clearly indicate that the 
various segments of the Andes underwent different 
evolutions. 
From the late Triassic to the late Jurassic, Tethyan 
rifting dominated the evolution of northern South America. 
It is expressed by a palaeogeographic zonation perpendicu- 
lar to the proposed convergence direction, with coarse 
continental sedimentation toward the northwest, shallow 
marine, fine detrital sedimentation in northern and central 
Peru, and deep marine carbonate sedimentation in southern 
Peru. 
The late Jurassic events are related to a geodynamic 
revolution which is marked by the end of the roughly 
E-W-trending Tethyan break-up, and by the beginning of 
the roughly N-S-trending Atlantic rifting. In the study area, 
the palaeogeographic framework drastically changed into a 
NE-SW to E-W orientation, with eastern red beds, central 
emergent areas, and western shallow marine sedimentation. 
This displays the reaction of the South American margin to 
the new, northeastward convergence direction. 
The Tethyan realm between Colombia and palaeo- 
Mexico may explain the Tethyan affinities of some Pacific 
provinces during early Mesozoic times (e.g. Marcoux et al. 
1982). The disruption of the Tethyan realm during the 
Liassic rifting, followed by the shift of some of these 
continental microplates owing to the Tethyan and then 
Pacific spreading ridges during middle and late Jurassic 
times, could explain the subsequent accretion of Tethyan 
terranes of southern origin along the western North 
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